Abstract-Beginning around 1996, numerous graphical password schemes have been proposed, motivated by improving password usability and security, two key factors in password scheme evaluation. In this paper, we focus on the security aspects of existing graphical password schemes, which not only gives a simple introduction of attack methods but also intends to provide an in-depth analysis with specific schemes. The paper first categorizes existing graphical password schemes into four kinds according to the authentication style and provides a comprehensive introduction and analysis for each scheme, highlighting security aspects. Then we review the known attack methods, categorize them into two kinds, and summarize the security reported in some user studies of those schemes. Finally, some suggestions are given for future research.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, authentication is the principal method to guarantee information security and the most common and convenient method is password authentication [1] . Traditional alphanumeric passwords are strings of letters and digits, which are easy and familiar to essentially all users. However, there are several inherent defects and deficiencies in alphanumeric passwords, which easily evolve into security issues. Due to the limitation of human memory, most users tend to choose short or simple passwords which are easy to remember [2] . Surveys show that frequent passwords are personal names of family members, birth date, or dictionary words. In most cases, these passwords are easy to guess and vulnerable to dictionary attack [3] , [4] . Today users have many passwords for personal computers, social networks, E-mail, and more. They may decide to use one password for all systems to decrease the memory burden, which reduces security [5] , [6] . Moreover, alphanumeric passwords are vulnerable to shoulder surfing attack, spyware attack and social engineering attack etc.
Motivated by the promise of improved password usability and security, the concept of graphical passwords was proposed in 1996 [7] . Like alphanumeric passwords, graphical passwords are knowledge-based authentication mechanisms. The main goal of graphical passwords is to use images or shapes to replace text, since numerous cognitive and psychological studies demonstrated that people perform far better when remembering pictures than words [8] - [11] . The most widely accepted theory explaining this difference is the dual-coding theory [12] , suggesting that verbal and non-verbal memories are processed and represented differently in the mind. Assigned with perceived meaning based on direct observation, the images are represented in a way that retains the perceptual features being observed. The text is represented with symbols that convey associatively cognitive meaning. As a result, additional processing required for verbal memory renders a more difficult cognitive task. Thus it is easy for human being to remember faces of people, places they visit and things they have seen for a lengthy duration.
Research has been conducted on graphical passwords, with papers briefly summarizing categorizing schemes and reviewing numerous graphical password schemes while offering usability guidelines for their design [13] , [14] . There are a plethora of papers on graphical passwords, some of which focus on specific schemes while others focus on concrete attacks [15] [16] . Based on the current research of password security, we catalogued existing graphical passwords and conducted a comprehensive survey of security issues. This paper will be particularly useful for researchers who are interested in developing new graphical password algorithms as well as industry practitioners who are interested in deploying graphical password techniques.
The structure of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we reviewed existing research and schemes closely related to our work. In Section 3, we classified all existing graphical password schemes into four main categories and gave a brief introduction to relevant schemes together with their characteristics. In section 4 and section 5, we introduced the existing attack types, and conducted an in depth analysis of the various threats faced by graphical passwords. In section 6, we offered four summary tables corresponding to four categories of graphical password schemes. Conclusion and Recommendations are addressed in Section7.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Several studies have been conducted on the security of graphical passwords. All of them have focused on specific schemes or concrete attacks. A detailed security analysis of DAS and Pass-Go has published by Thorpe and Tao et al. [17] - [21] . They pointed that 40% of passwords in Pass-Go fall into a subspace defined primarily by symmetry with respect to central vertical and horizontal axis, and 72% of passwords have only 4 or fewer strokes. Similar results were found in the DAS study. The security of password schemes is related more closely to the size of the effective password space rather than that of a theoretical password space. Therefore, dictionary attacks on Pass-Go and DAS require less effort to successfully crack users' passwords. Oorschot et al. presented a graph-based algorithm dictionary attack for PassPoints [22] based on the hypothesis that users are more likely to choose click-points related to predictable preferences, e.g., logically grouping the click-points through a click-order pattern (such as five points in a straight line), and choosing click-points in the areas of an image where their attention is naturally drawn [23] .
According to the results they provided, their automatic dictionary attack is easier to make whilst more scalable with systems using multiple images. Many graphical passwords are vulnerable to shoulder surfing attack. Due to the exposure of authentication interfaces, an attacker can capture a password by direct observation or by recording the individual's authentication session. In order to overcome this problem, designers proposed several shoulder surfing resistant schemes. Wiedenbeck et al. [24] reported a game-like graphical password scheme named Convex Hull Click (CHC) which resists shoulder-surfing attack. Liu and his colleagues made a careful analysis of security issues on the CBFG they proposed [15] . Their result shows that CBFG has excellent capability against brute force attack, shoulder surfing attack and intersection analysis attack.
It should be noted that there have been two major summary literatures of graphical password studies. Suo et al. [13] conducted a comprehensive survey of the graphical password schemes existing between 1996 and 2005. They discussed the strengths and limitations of Figure 1 . Classification of current Graphical Password Schemes each mechanism and indicated future research directions in this area. Biddle et al. [14] provided a comprehensive overview of published research of graphical passwords over the first twelve years, analyzing both usability and security aspects, as well as system evaluation. They identified security threats that such systems must address and reviewed known attacks. However, both papers only gave a simple introduction of attack methods and did not provide an in-depth analysis combining specific schemes. These literatures provided us with a foundation on which to review and evaluate the security of the existing graphical passwords.
III. CATEGORIZATION OF GRAPHICAL PASSWORDS
It has been 16 years since the first graphical password scheme, Blonder, was proposed [7] . With the development of graphical password, progressively more attention has been paid to this domain, and numerous studies have been undertaken. According to the authentication style, the current graphical passwords can be broadly classified into four general categories: Drawmetric schemes, Locimetric schemes, Cognometric schemes and Hybrid schemes. Hybrid schemes combine two or more of Drawmetric schemes, Locimetric schemes and Cognometric schemes. A detailed classification of schemes based on chronological order is shown in Figure  1 . In this section we will review and discuss the existing schemes, particularly their security aspects.
A. Drawmetric Schemes
Drawmetric schemes are also known as recall-based schemes [55] . In Drawmetric schemes a user reproduces an outline drawing on a grid that he or she created or selected during the registration stage. DAS (Draw-Asecret) [25] was the first scheme in this category, and several others are improved versions of DAS, extending usability or enhancing security.
DAS was proposed by Jermyn et al. in 1999 . In this scheme, a user is asked to draw a simple picture using a mouse or stylus. The drawing consists of one continuous stroke or several strokes separated by "pen-ups", on a N×N grid (usually a 5×5 grid). The picture is mapped to a sequence of coordinate pairs of the grid cells. For a successful login, the user needs to re-draw the picture. The historical significance of DAS is language independent, making it equally accessible to every user.
Users are liberated from remembering any alphanumeric string [25] . However, there are some restrictions on drawing which impact on the usability performance of DAS, such as ensuring every stroke is off the grid lines and redrawing in the exact position.
According to a survey conducted by Nali [17] , users tend to set predictable passwords which are vulnerable to dictionary attack. The survey showed that about 86% of passwords were centered or approximately centered and 45% of passwords were totally symmetric, thereby drastically reducing the effective password space. The concept of a graphical dictionary, introduced by Thorpe [26] , was used to study the possibility of a brute-force attack. Their results also confirm that users incline to set certain types of passwords which may make dictionary attacks easier. Thorpe [27] further studied the impact of stroke-count and password length on the size of the DAS password space. Results suggested that increasing the grid size to increase the password space provides less security pay-back than increasing other parameters. Both stroke-count and password length significantly impact the effectiveness of password space, especially stroke-count. Attempts to improve the effective password space and the performance of the simple DAS have been undertaken. Thorpe et al. proposed Grid Selection, which is composed of two parts: the drawing grid and the DAS password [27] . Users first select a rectangular region from a large and fine grained grid, and then draw the picture on the region, similar to DAS. Grid Selection increases the password space. However users have to remember the location of chosen region, increasing memorability difficulty.
Knowing that users tend to draw centering or symmetric lines and shapes in DAS. Chalkias et al. [28] proposed Multi-Grid, a modified version of DAS using uneven cell sizes. In Multi-Grid, the final grid could be composed from several internal grids. Users choose a grid from pre-defined multi-grid templates and then draw the picture on the grid. The study showed that centered passwords decreased to less than 50% and the scheme is more resistant to graphical dictionary attacks.
BDAS [29] proposed by Dunphy et al. is an extension of DAS where a background image is added to DAS. They reported that the background image could reduce predictable characteristics such as global symmetry or centering within the drawing grid and led users to choose stronger passwords. They do not mention whether the background image influences user's drawing such as possible hotspots or image-specific patterns which are vulnerable to dictionary attack.
As mentioned above, there are some restrictions on drawing such as keeping strokes off the grid lines and ensuring redrawing in the exact position which impact on the usability performance in DAS. Subsequent studies to diminish the restrictions and improve the usability performance were conducted. Inspired by the old Chinese game of 'Go', Tao designed a new graphical password Figure 2 . DAS, Grid Selection, Multi-Grid, and BDAS scheme, Pass-Go [18] , [19] , in which a user drew the password using grid intersection points instead of cells. Consequently the coordinate system refers to a matrix of intersections, rather than cells as in DAS. Due to a finer grid structure, the theoretical password space of Pass-Go, which allows diagonal movements and pen color as optional parameters, is larger than DAS's.Thorpe and Tao et al. [17] - [21] demonstrated that 40% of passwords in Pass-Go fall into a subspace defined primarily by symmetry, with respect to a central vertical and horizontal axis, and 72% passwords have only 4 or fewer strokes. This significantly reduces the effective password space and dictionary attacks remain a concern. Background Pass-Go (BPG) [30] , proposed by Por et al., added background images to Pass-Go to assist users in remembering their passwords and reducing the success rate of guess attacks, similar to the idea of BDAS. Por et al. presented Multi-Grid Background Pass-Go (MGBPG) [31] based on the inspiration of Multi-Grid DAS, Pass-Go and BPG. In MGBPG, users can select a personalized background image and grid line scaling to decrease memorability. The issue in MGBPG is to find a balance between a memorable password and higher security.
Gao et al. presented a novel graphical password scheme, YAGP [32] , [33] . It adopted partial matching to relax the restrictions for users based on Levenshtein distance string matching and "trend quadrants" looking at the direction of pen strokes. A finer grid granularity was used to lead users to design a longer password which could enlarge the effective password space. It is hard for others to imitate since the trend quadrant sequence and block position of the password are significant characteristics. Moreover, graphical passwords can be drawn anywhere on the canvas to resist shoulder surfing to some extent.
Varenhorst [34] presented the Passdoodle, allowing users to create a freehand drawing as a password without a visible grid. A doodle should consist of at least two pen-strokes placed anywhere on the screen and can be drawn in a number of colors. The matching process in Passdoodle is more complex than in DAS. After reading the mouse input, the system begins to scale and stretch the doodle to a grid, and then compares the stretched doodle with the stored user data. Weiss et al. proposed PassShapes [35] , a similar system to Passdoodle. PassShapes is simple geometric shapes constructed from an arbitrary combination of eight different strokes. During login, there is no grid and the password can be drawn in variable sizes or positions on the screen since only strokes and their order are evaluated. Although PassShapes provides better memorability, its password space is relatively small since each stroke is constructed from 8 possible choices.
Malek et al. [36] designed a scheme for resisting shoulder surfing attacks incorporating the sense of touch via haptic technologies. Parameters such as pressure and velocity can be handled as 'hidden' features to increase the resiliency of the scheme. Their experimental result showed that users applied very little pen pressure and rarely lifted the pen while drawing. Lin et al. presented a variation of the DAS, Qualitative Draw-A-Secret (QDAS) [37] . In this scheme, a stroke is mapped to its starting cell and the sequence of qualitative direction changes including "up", "down", "left" and "right". So the user only needs to remember the starting cell index and the correct direction order of each stroke. QDAS uses qualitative spatial relations and dynamic grid transformations to reduce potential usability problems and shoulder surfing attacks. However, QDAS did not solve the issue of usability in DAS where the drawing cannot pass through a crossing point. It remains a concern whether the use of grid transformations will create new problems, such as cells decreased to a predefined minimum size, much smaller than the original. To date, there are only two commercial products of Drawmetric graphical password scheme. An unlock scheme resembling a mini Pass-Go has been used to unlock screens on Google Android cell phones [38] . A user can decide his own unlocking pattern by dragging his finger or stylus over several points in a 3×3 grid. The theoretical password space is only 2 18 bits, yet is sufficient for phones which do not require a very high security level. However, the Android screen-unlock scheme has been proved to be susceptible to "smudge attacks" [39] , where attackers get the password via the smudges on the screen. Aviv, et al. [39] examined the feasibility of such smudge attacks on touch screens for Smartphones using the Android platform. In the Window 8 system, Microsoft introduces a new graphical password [40] .First a user is provided an image and then draws a set of gestures in the image. The three types of gestures offered include: circles, straight lines, and taps.Any combination of those gestures can be used for a password. Even though one study declares that guessing the correct gesture set based on smudging is very difficult, attack types like hotspots (i.e. dictionary attack) and shoulder surfing remain a concern. The two products of the Drawmetric graphical password scheme demonstrate clearly that commercial product schemes must be easy to remember, simple to operate, and apply to systems which require low security level.
B. Locimetric Schemes
Locimetric schemes, also called click-based graphical password schemes, are based on the loci method, an old and well-known mnemonic [41] . In Locimetric schemes, a user is provided with an image so that he or she can choose any point in the specified zone or any place in the image as a password click point. Successful authentication includes the right click points and their correct order. Locimetric schemes date back to Blonder's patent [7] . PassPoints, its successor, is a representative scheme of this category.
Blonder, the first graphical password scheme, was proposed in 1996, required the user to click on predetermined areas (or tag regions) of the predetermined graphical image in a predetermined sequence, as a means of entering a password [7] . This scheme possessed several advantages over alphanumeric passwords. First, people generally find images easier to recall than alphanumeric sequences, particularly images with personal meaning. Second, such password scheme provides higher security than alphanumeric passwords, and even a very coarse matrix of predetermined areas yields increased security. However, Blonder's authentication system had some disadvantages. For example, predefined regions should be readily identifiable and the number of predefined regions is small, perhaps a few dozen in a picture. The password may require many clicks for adequate security increasing tedium for the users. In addition, it is more vulnerable to shoulder surfing compared to alphanumeric passwords. V-GO [42] is a commercial graphical password scheme developed by Passlogix based on Blonder's idea. In order to be authenticated, users must click on various items in a graphical image in the correct sequence [13] . Every candidate item in the image has an invisible borderline for detecting whether or not an item has been clicked by a mouse. Users can easily remember the password by using components. In order to ensure security, the image must consist of as many meaningful things as possible. V-GO is better than both the Blonder and alphanumeric schemes in memorability. However, the predefined selection areas are very small, greatly limiting the password space. Bounded items in image are so obvious that attackers can guess the items effortlessly. In addition, V-GO has no method of preventing users from selecting the most conspicuous objects as a password, which makes password insecurity.
PassPoints [22] , proposed by Wiedenbeck et al., extended Blonder's idea by overcoming some of its main limitations. It eliminates predefined boundaries and allows any image to be used, e.g. natural images, paintings, etc. Users can click on any place in the image (as opposed to some pre-defined areas) to create a password. To log in, users must re-enter the chosen click points within a system-specified tolerance and also in the correct order. As an image may contain hundreds to thousands of potentially memorable click points, the theoretical password space of PassPoints is quite large. However, it has been noted that users find it difficult to ensure click points within tolerance and it take more time to enter a password than in alphanumeric passwords. Moreover, PassPoints is vulnerable to shoulder surfing attack since attackers can observe the click points directly during authentication. Suo [43] proposed a shouldersurfing resistant scheme based on PassPoints. During login, the image is blurred except for a small focus area. Users enter Y (for yes) or N (for no) on the keyboard, or use the right and left mouse buttons, to indicate if their click-point is within the focused area [14] . This process repeats 5 to 10 times. It is easily guessed by attackers if the click points are too few.
A similar technique, visKey, was developed by Sfr [44] , and is a commercial version of PassPoints for the PPC (Pocket Personal Computer). This scheme is used for screen-unlock by tapping on a correct sequence of click-points with a stylus or finger. VisKey PPC combines easy handling with high security for mobile devices. Just a few clicks in a picture may offer a large theoretical password space.
To reduce hotspots and improve usability of clickbased graphical password schemes, Chiasson et al. [45] proposed Cued Click-Points (CCP), a variation of PassPoints in which users click on one point per image for a sequence of images. The next image is displayed based on the location of the previous click-point, that is, each image after the first is a deterministic function of the current image and the coordinates of the user-entered click-point. If users click an incorrect point, a wrong image will be displayed. It is meaningless to attackers without knowledge of the correct password. However, analysis of user choice revealed that users tended to select click-points falling within known hotspots [46] . Chiasson et al. later designed Persuasive Cued Click-Points [46] , added a persuasive feature to encourage users to select more random passwords. Specifically, during password creation the images are slightly shaded except for a small square viewport area randomly positioned on the image. Users are required to select a click-point within this viewport and not click outside of this viewport. They can press the "shuffle" button to randomly reposition the viewport as often as they want until a suitable location is found. During password login, the images are displayed normally without shading or the viewport and users are allowed to click anywhere. PCCP encourages and guides users in selecting more random click-points. It has been proven that PCCP is effective at removing major concerns related to common hotspots and patterns, thus increasing the effective password space, while still maintaining usability [47] . PCCP further reduces the hotspot effects. However, as it failed to address the issue of shoulder surfing attack, user's passwords of CCP and PCCP can still be broken as long as the attacker captures the login process or input sequence [15] .
C. Cognometric Schemes
Cognometrics schemes, also called recognition based schemes or Search metrics schemes, involve identifying whether one has seen an image before. In Cognometric schemes, the user creates a password by choosing several images from a large portfolio of images, with the selected images becoming the user's password. During authentication, the user must successfully identify his/her password images from decoy images.
Dhamija et al. [48] proposed Déjà vu in 2000, where users selected a certain number of random art pictures from a set of pictures generated by a program in the registration phase. During authentication, the system displays a challenge set that contains both password pictures and decoy pictures. The user must identify which are the password pictures. It is convenient to store and transmit the art images generated by small initial seeds. Moreover, the art images make it difficult to record or share with others [48] . Déjà vu has several drawbacks, for example, an obscure picture is hard to remember and the password space is much smaller than that of alphanumeric passwords.
PassFaces [49] was proposed by Brostoff et al., motivated by the fact that human is familiar with faces. Users need to click on face images pre-selected in [50] . It is vulnerable to shoulder surfing and spyware because face images are shown clearly. The probability of a guessing attack is high with few authentication rounds. In addition, there are some predictable images users are more inclined to select based on gender, race and complexion.
Photographic authentication [51] was proposed by Trevor Pering, et al. to work on distrusted public Internet terminals. Photographic authentication technique works with a trusted "home server" which stores users' photographs and account information. When users log into the system, the Web-service hosts receive the necessary credentials from the home server. The author establishes a prototype authentication system, with 4 images in a panel and 10 rounds. Users use their own pictures as passwords, while the system selects other pictures as decoy pictures. Base results demonstrate that photographic authentication is a viable technique that can reasonably withstand most replay attacks [51] . Awase-E [52] also uses a user's favorite pictures as the password. It gives another function-notification which gives users a trigger to handle malicious attempts. Awase-E shows P images with N rounds. Every round includes one or zero passimage. During login, according to the number of passimages in this round, users must select one or no passimage. With Awase-E both security and usability reach a higher level [52] .
Similar to PassFaces, Story [53] only needs one round of authentication, but password images are a sequence of several unique images that creates a story to enhance memorability. When users authenticate, "tell a story" can string password pictures up. The story requires users to remember the order of images. So it is difficult for users who did not take the advice of using a story to guide their image selection to remember the password. For example, of the 236 incorrect password entries in Story, over 75% of them consisted of all the correct images yet with incorrect order [53] . So the importance of "make a story" should be emphasized to users. Picture Password [54] also authenticates only in one round, and this scheme is used in PDAs. Picture Password with 5×6 matrix displays 30 identically sized squares for its thumbnail images. There are two selection styles in Picture Password: individual selection and paired selection. Individual selection requires a quick single click on an image, while paired selection requires users to choose and link a pair of consecutively selected thumbnail images. Due to the two styles of image selection above, the password space increases from 30 to 930. VIP [55] has three versions: VIP1, VIP2 and VIP3. VIP1 displays images in the same locations. Users need to memorize a sequence of 4 images and enter them in a fixed order during login. VIP2 differs from VIP1 in that the 4 passwords images are displayed randomly. If authentication fails, the system will display the same visual configuration to avoid leaving any clue about the password. In VIP3, users need to identify 8 images and 4 images will be presented randomly together with 12 distracters on each attempt to authenticate. During login, users are allowed to select password images in any order. Compared with alphanumeric PINs, VIP takes more time to login, but it is more secure. As decoy images are changed at each authentication, attackers are able to recognize users' password images by comparing two screens. Therefore the VIP series are subject to shoulder surfing and phishing which occurs frequently during a normal ATM transaction.
Cognitive Authentication [56] is designed to resist spyware and shoulder-surfing. If a user stands on a picture belonging to the portfolio, then he will move down or move right until the right or bottom edge of the panel is reached, the label of row or column is recorded and a multi choice question which includes the label for the path's correct point is displayed for each round. The system computes the cumulative probability that the correct answer was not entered by chance after each round. When probability passes a certain threshold, authentication is success. The threshold enables the system to tolerate some user errors. An observer who records any feasible number of successful authentication sessions cannot recover the user's secret by the conjectured brute-force or enumeration method [56] .
Convex Hull Click [24] also resists shoulder surfing in a public environment, where video recording and electronic capture are ineffective in this situation. Hundreds of icons displayed randomly in one panel and users choose and memorize several icons to create a password. Each panel includes at least 3 or more passwords icons. These three or more pass-icons together form a convex hull which is visual to users in mind. Users can click anywhere in the convex hull during login. Because users don't click the pass-icons directly, it resists shoulder surfing attack. Additionally, this scheme enjoys a large password space, with the negative consequence of increasing login time significantly.
Use Your Illusion [57] requires users to select distorted password images from decoys. The password images will be distorted after users have chosen their password images. It resists shoulder surfing attack and social engineering attacks because all pictures in the panel have been distorted. Colorlogin [58] is also designed for protection from shoulder surfing attack. When a user clicks on a row containing the pass-icon it means that he has chosen the correct pass-icons. All icons in that row are then replaced with lock icons. A round authentication will not be considered successful unless all pass-icons in one panel are correctly chosen. The background color decreases users' login time. Although the password space is large, once the pass-icon's color is revealed the password space shrinks sharply.
GPI (Graphical Password with Icons)/ GPIS (Graphical Password with Icons suggested by the System) [59] is designed aimed at solving the hotspot problem. In GPI, users select 6 icons from 150 icons as a password in one panel. With GPIS, the system generates a random password and displays it to users. If the user is not satisfied with the password the system generated, he can request the system generate new password until accepted. The main drawback of GPS is its unacceptable login time and small size of icons.
D. Hybrid Schemes
Hybrid schemes are typically the combination of two or more schemes or other authentications. These schemes are used to overcome the limitations of a single scheme, such as shoulder surfing, hidden camera, or spyware and so on. We will provide a detailed description of these schemes, focusing on memory mode and primary function.
Jiminy [60] uses image as a cue for helping users choose easy to remember passwords. In this scheme, users are provided with templates based on color that contain several holes. The user first selects an image, chooses a coloured template, picks a specific location inside the image, then clicks on the position to place the template and record the password [60] . During login, the users must select the right template, place it on the correct location on the image then enter the characters visible through the holes from top to bottom. Compared to remembering alphanumeric passwords, this scheme only requires users to remember the precise location of template on the image. However, experiments show that users have difficulty in remembering precise locations and their selections tend to be predictable, suggesting doubt about the efficacy of hotspot resistance [60] .
Using CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing tests to tell Computer and Humans Apart) [61] [62], proposed by Gao el at., retains the advantages of graphical password schemes, while simultaneously raises the cost for adversaries by orders of magnitude. In the register phase, users select and remember images as their password images (pass-images). To be authenticated, the user needs to distinguish his pass-images as well as complete a test by recognizing and typing the adjunctive string below each pass-image. Although this scheme is almost impossible for automated programs, it could be in insecure if the adversary is a person and uses spyware as an assistant.
GrIDsure [63] , a commercial product, is a graphical one-time PIN scheme, which makes PINs more resistant to shoulder-surfing attacks by using graphical passwords on a grid. During password creation, users choose and memorize the shape (e.g. an "L" shape) and the order that they want to enter the corresponding numbers (e.g. bottom to top) in a 5×5 grid, and enter the sequence numbers using a keyboard. The selected shape and order of cells is called the user's pattern, representing the secret they must remember in order to authenticate. Then on each subsequent login, the grid is populated by random numbers between 0 and 9. Users enter the numbers that appear in their pattern in the previously selected order (e.g. bottom to top). Security analysis reported that GrIDsure password is more secure than traditional PINs especially in shoulder-surfing attack resistance, with the level of security dependent on the context of use [63] . However, some users could not recall the shape's exact location or sequence of cells. A similar scheme was proposed by Zheng, et al., [64] with the difference being Figure 14 . Inkblot and Click-a-secret that in order to improve security, the authentication interface of this scheme varies in that one or more numbers (0 or 1) appear in each cell.
Man, et al. [65] proposed another shoulder surfing attack resistant scheme. In this scheme, users select several images as pass-objects which have many variants. Each variant is assigned with a unique code. During log in, users must enter a string with the unique code of the pass-objects' variants and a code indicating the relative location of the pass-objects in reference to a pair of eyes in several rounds provided by the system. This scheme is almost completely resistant to shoulder surfing attack, but it requires users to remember a substantial amount of code corresponding to the pass-objects variants. An improved scheme, Pass-Object [66] , based on this one was later proposed by Hong, et al. allowing users to assign their own codes to the pass-object variants.
Inkblot [67] is a graphical tool for remembering text passwords, which aims to ensure that an easily remembered password is secure. During password creation, users are presented with a series of images which are computer-generated "inkblots", and asked to enter the first and last letter of the word or phrase that best describes each inkblot in sequence as a password [14] . Then on each subsequent login attempt, users see the same inkblots as cues and are asked to enter each of their 2-character responses. Experiments show that the security level of the passwords created by this scheme is sufficient. Even if an attacker sees the images, he could not guess the user's password.
Zhao and Li [68] proposed a Scalable ShoulderSurfing Resistant Textual-Graphical Password Authentication scheme (S3PAS). This scheme seamlessly integrates both textual and graphical passwords and is resistant to shoulder-surfing, hidden-camera and spyware attacks. During the registration phase, users select a string k as the original password. The length of k depends on different environments and different security requirements. In the login phase, they find their original password in the login image and then click inside the invisible triangles, called "pass-triangles", created by the original password.
"Click-a-secret" [69] proposed by M. Éluard et al., is a combination of Locimetric and Cognometric schemes that allows entering a secret though interaction with an image. Users create a personal image by replacing some particular regions of the original image with an alternate version. The particular region, named Gecu (Graphical Element Chosen by User), has a specific graphical element present in the original image (e.g. people, animals, vehicles, signs, architectural elements and so on). In register phase, the user clicks on Gecu in the original image, which is then replaced by an alternate version. When he thinks the current image is suitable, the user validates their personal image. This process continues for several rounds creating the user's password. In the login stage, the user clicks on Gecu in the initial image, until he finds all of his personal images. Although this scheme enhances the interaction with images, its usability is not high due to the limitation of its small theoretical password space.
Gao et al. [16] proposed a new shoulder surfing resistant scheme, called CDS (Come from DAS and Story), based on the inspiration of two representative graphical password schemes: DAS and Story. CDS adopts a similar drawing input method in DAS and inherits the association mnemonics in Story for sequence retrieval. In password creation, a user orderly selects several images from the register panel and then remembers the connection of the password images by mentally constructing a story. During login, a degraded version of the images is randomly arranged on the screen, which is difficult to distinguish from a distance or from a side view. The user should draw a curve across the password images orderly without lifting the stylus. The curve passes through both password images and decoys and the majority of the drawing trace would be cleared as the stylus slides, reducing the probability of passwords being revealed. Moreover, the curve must begin and end with given random images to avoid revealing the first and last password images. All of these measures enhance the properties of shoulder surfing resistance. When he thinks the current image is the correct one, the user validates his personal image. Nevertheless, its small theoretical password space and hotspots issues make it vulnerable to brute force attack and dictionary attack.
PassHands [70] , designed by Gao et al., combines recognition-based graphical passwords with hand-based biometrics. It utilizes processed hand images instead of human faces, with similar authentication procedures as PassFaces. In the authentication phase, nine identically sized subimages which are processed by the same graphic processing method, placed randomly in a 3×3 grid where one of the images is a password image and the rest are decoy images. In addition, there is a schematic diagram of one hand on the screen, and a red square indicates the corresponding location of the displayed subimages on the hand. During authentication, the user compares their left or right hand to the specific region with the generated image and then clicks the password image. However, the usability of PassHands is weak to other simple graphical password schemes, since the hand comparison process increases login time.
CBFG [15] , a combination of Locimetric, Cognometric and alphanumeric schemes, inherits the basic principle of PassPoints and introduces the ideology of image identification. During registration, the system presents four background images and ten icons. Users must select at least one cell on each image as pass-cells and choose one icon as pass-icon. On the login screen, there are four background images with a random number (0~9) in each cell, one icon and ten numeric buttons representing 0 to 9. Users should click any numeric button until the icon is the pass-icon, and then click the numeric button corresponding to each pass-cell, with no need for specific pass-cell order. After authenticating the pass-cells, users should continue to click the remaining numeric buttons to ensure that all the buttons are clicked and until the system generates a successful or failed message. With multiple background images, CBFG provides a large password space. The visual information contained in each cell results in the existence of hotspots in user selection of pass-cells. Since the sequence entered each time has strong randomicity, and the start-time, end-time as well as password length are well hidden, it is still difficult for the attacker to guess the user's password even if he records the entire login process with a camera. They experiment results indicated that CBFG has strong capability against shoulder surfing and intersection analysis attack. However, some risks appear due to user behavior, such as the difference in the button click time interval.
IV. ATTACK TYPES BASED ON PASSWORD SPACE
An attack is the most serious risk for the security of password space. Attacks based on password space are common with the brute force search and dictionary attack the most common of these attacks. The following subsection provides a brief introduction to brute force search and dictionary attack and summarizes three universal password space formulas.
A. Password Space
Password space is the number of options in the scheme available to users for choosing a password. Graphical password schemes include two kinds of password spaces: theoretical password space and effective password space. Theoretical password space computes all possible passwords, while effective password space considers human factor, it only computes the passwords that users are most likely to choose as passwords. For example, in PassPoints, some areas like grass or sky have no memorable characters to click. So these areas can't be taken into account when computing effective password space.
The security of a password system heavily depends on password space. If the theoretical password space increased to a certain scale, brute force attack can be effectively resisted. On the contrary, if the theoretical password space is limited or insufficient, brute force attack will cause serious security issues. Password space must be a strong consideration in designing a password scheme. The effective password space differs from scheme to scheme, so it is difficult to analyze a universal formula. Here we summarize universal theoretical password space formulas for three kinds of schemes to provide a useful reference data for following research.
1) Drawmetric Schemes
Drawmetric schemes usually ask users to draw several strokes as a password on a given canvas. Every stroke contains information, for example in DAS every stroke consists of pen up, pen down, and the grids which the strokes cross. For schemes with no grids, every stroke includes the sequence of qualitative direction changes. So the formula of the theoretical password space for Drawmetric schemes can be analyzed by following steps. Assume P i denotes password with i strokes (one password can include d strokes at most). So the theoretical password space T can be deduced by:
(1) b i is defined as the number of strokes with length i (stroke length can reach l at most), so the total number of stokes B total can defined as:
For a password with i strokes, all possible password space can be repeated to take the i strokes arrangement. Namely: 
Here we list two examples to explain our universal formula. In gridded schemes (like DAS), b i is defined as pen up, pen down, and the grids where the stroke crosses. Namely:
is the number of strokes with length i and end at the cell (x,y). In a grid of G×G, we can conclude: 2) Locimetric Schemes Locimetric schemes ask users to select several regions as a password in a given picture. Some schemes use predefined selected regions. Assume N available regions in a scheme. Users select at most d regions as their password. The universal theoretical password space formula for this type of schemes is:
Other schemes ask users choose dots as passwords in a given picture. Because users only click on a pixel, the system can set the pixel as center, and select a certain threshold value of S 0 as the password region. Users must remember the sequence in the password region. S denotes the area of the picture, and the theoretical password space is:
(8) For this example, we used a 451×331 picture, with a square size of 20×20. The user can choose 5 to 10 points as a password. Using the universal theoretical password space formula and we can find the theoretical password space is: 
3) Cognometric Schemes
Cognometric schemes differ from other graphical password schemes in that they display pictures for users to recognize, and for easy to recognize, the pictures must not be too small. At present, Cognometric schemes usually include an image library with size N. User's password pictures include d pictures at most. There are two kinds of circumstances in the password picture: orderly and disorderly.
The orderly theoretical password space is: 
B. Brute Force Attack
Brute force attack is also known as exhaustive-search attack, since it involves systematically searching all possible elements in the theoretical password space until the correct one is found [71] . It is a strategy that can, in theory, discover all passwords with sufficient time and computing power. The brute force attack may be used when the theoretical password space is relative small or it is not possible to take advantage of other weaknesses which would make the attack easier. The most significant advantage of the brute force attack is simple to achieve. If the attacker gets the theoretical password space of the scheme, he would definitely crack the user's password. In theory, the greater theoretical password space the scheme has, the greater difficulty to crack it by brute force attack. Therefore, an effective method against brute force attack is to increase the theoretical password space, e.g. increasing the length of the password, increasing the number of images and so on. However, these strategies tend to increase the user's memory burden.
Alphanumeric password schemes have a theoretical password space of 64 N , where N is the length of the password, 64 is the number of printable characters excluding SPACE. If N=8, then the theoretical password space is 64 8 ≈2.8×10
14
. In graphical passwords, the password spaces of different schemes vary greatly. Overall, graphical password schemes have been proved to provide a theoretical password space similar to or larger than those of alphanumeric password schemes [13] , and Cognometric schemes tend to have smaller theoretical password spaces than other schemes. For example, for PassPoints with image size 1024×752 and grid square size 20×20 (all measured in pixels), the passwords consist of five click points, the theoretical password space size is 1925 5 
≈2.6×10
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. The brute force attack programs must find the theoretical password space of the graphical password schemes to break a user's passwords, and automatically generate accurate mouse motion to imitate human input. For example, in PassFaces, in order to use brute force attack to obtain the use's password, the attack program must obtain all images in the system. The scheme has millions of images where each image appears in the interface randomly, so finding these images is quite difficult for brute force attack programs, and requires substantial time and computer power. Generally speaking, it is more difficult to use a brute force attack against graphical passwords than alphabetic schemes.
C. Dictionary Attack
Dictionary attack involves guessing passwords from an exhaustive list called a dictionary (from a pre-arranged list of values) which typically consisting of all passwords with higher possibility of being remembered easily, ordering from most to least probable [72] . Compared with the brute force attack, where all elements in theoretical password space are searched systematically, dictionary attack tries those possibilities most likely to succeed from the dictionary. Dictionary attacks may succeed as many users tend to choose from relatively small subsets of the theoretical password space known as weak password spaces, which are simple, easily predicted or relating to their personal information, and can be specified. The theoretical password space does not absolutely guarantee security. Another important factor is the effective password space containing passwords with predicted probabilities higher than a set threshold. So if the probability distribution of the passwords is non-uniform, the password scheme will be more vulnerable to dictionary attacks.
Dictionary attacks can be divided in to two categories: online and offline dictionary attacks. In online dictionary attack, an attacker tries to log in as a legitimate user and examines the validity of possible passwords by interaction with the live system [36] . The attacker simply inputs his guessed passwords and waits for the response of the live system. If the system rejects the password, he tries another guess until gaining successful login. For graphical or text passwords, the online dictionary attack can be thwarted by: clever use of CAPTCHAs [73] ; limiting the number of incorrect attempts to per user account; increasing the delay of two consecutive error logs. However, these strategies are often frustrating to legitimate users who forget their passwords, they enable denial-of-service attacks, and are helpless against multiaccount attacks [14] . In offline dictionary attack, an attack need not interact with the live system to verify guesses, and may access the database that contains hash values of the user's passwords [36] . An attacker makes a guess of the password first, evaluates the hash of his guess, then searches the entire password database for any match. If a match is found, the attacker imitates the legitimate user whose password is appropriately guessed. Else if a match is not found, he can repeat this guess process as many times as he want. Schemes are more vulnerable to offline dictionary attack than online attack, as offline attack is not visible, processing trial guesses can be quicker and pre-computed data structures or special hardware may be used [14] .
For graphical passwords, successful dictionary attacks are mostly due to the predictable patterns in user choice, and these patterns are strongly association with the schemes users choose. Dictionary Generation Algorithms in different graphical password schemes are very different, but they are all closely related to user choice in the password creation phase. Replicating all details of user choice in every scheme is beyond our scope. Instead, our goal is give a brief description of user choice by giving some representative examples in each type.
Drawmetric schemes require users to draw their password on visible or invisible grids. In some Drawmetric schemes, user's drawings contain the predictable characteristics relating to symmetry, number of composite strokes, and centering within the grid [74] . Nali and J.Thorp analyzed user choice in DAS and PassGo, they reported that approximately 45% of users chose symmetric passwords, 2/3 of which are mirror symmetric (reflective); approximately 80% users chose passwords composed of 1-3 strokes; about 86% of the passwords are centered or approximately centered (meaning centered about a set of cells adjacent to the center grid lines) [74] . It could be seen from the choice of users that effective password space is often much smaller than the theoretical password space. So an attacker may take advantage of these features when user creates a password to generate dictionary for dictionary attacks. A successful dictionary attack on DAS requires less effort than the brute force attacks which search the full theoretical password spaces. Multi-Grid can decrease centered password to less than 50%, so this scheme is more effective against dictionary attacks.
Locimetric schemes usually use images as clues, in which users select and click a few points (e.g. select five points) on images as their passwords. In the process of selecting passwords, the user tends to follow predictable rules, known as hotpots and patterns. Hotpots [75] are popular points or areas in an image which a have higher probability of being chosen by user. Patterns are straight line or simple geometric shapes in a password. Studies show that 7% to 16% of passwords from two representative images use dictionaries of approximately 2 26 entries (where the theoretical password space is 2 43 ) [76] . Patterns [77] are straight lines or simple geometrics formed by user choice in passwords. The attacks often take advantage of the weakness in the password creation phase to set up the dictionary, and then crack user's password. For example, in PassPoints, users will tend to choose the points that compose their click-based graphical password based on the order in which the points draw their visual attention, as Figure 17 shows.
Cognometrics schemes, which mainly use the human's ability of memory graphics, require users to identify and memorize the images selected during registration. There are many factors affecting users choice when they select images as their passwords, such as race, gender, and so [78] . For PassFaces, experimental results show that the faces chosen by users were highly correlated to the race of the user, which usually easily select the race similar to themselves. Both male and female select female faces more often than male faces, and then select attractiveness more often than not. For Story, these features in choosing passwords still exist though to a lesser extent. In this study, the authors used these features to establish a dictionary, and then searched the dictionary to crack passwords. For PassFaces, 25% of user passwords could be guessed in 13 attempts, and the weakest 10% of males' passwords could be guessed in only two guesses. For Story passwords can be cracked by navigating the dictionary. Although the cost of attempts is increased, it is still far less than that of violent force attacks.
Hybrid schemes are a combination of two or more schemes or other authentications, and do not share the common characteristics of all schemes. However, it still has some characteristics or bias to specific schemes, such as hotpots in Jimmy or common patterns in Inkblot and so on. Although the cost of attacks increased, attacks could still make use of these characteristics or bias for dictionary attacks.
Generally speaking, dictionary attacks in graphical password schemes may require higher cost than textual schemes. Cognometric, Locimetric and Hybrid schemes offer more security than Drawmetric in dictionary attacks.
V. ATTACK TYPES BASED ON PASSWORD CAPTURE
This section discusses attack types based on password capture. Common means of attack: shoulder surfing, intersection analysis, social engineering and spyware attack.
A. Shoulder Surfing
Shoulder surfing refers to someone using direct observation techniques to capture passwords [79] . For example, someone watches over the user's shoulder as the user enters a password or records the user's input with an external device, such as video cameras. Shoulder surfing is particularly effective in public places and is usually unknown to the legitimate user. Using shields that partially protect password entry terminals from the visual scope of cameras and other methods was proposed to counter shoulder surfing attacks in textual password schemes. Nevertheless, these techniques will not protect users from shoulder surfing when attackers clearly watch the passwords. Due to the visual interface, shoulder surfing has increased as a severe security threat for graphical passwords. Most of the current graphical password schemes are vulnerable to shoulder surfing [80] . Several approaches such as those where the user does not directly click the password have been developed to deal with this problem, but they have significant usability drawbacks, usually in the time and effort to log in, making them less suitable for everyday authentication.
As for Drawmetric schemes, the entire drawing is visible on the screen while it is being drawn, and passwords can be recovered from only one accurate observation of login process. It is believed that DAS would be susceptible to shoulder surfing since the entire drawing is visible on the screen while being drawn, so as BDAS and Pass-Go and picture password in Windows 8. It has been reported that only a few schemes are resistant to shoulder surfing. QDAS provides a high level of resistance to shoulder surfing through the use of a qualitative mapping between user strokes and the password, and the use of dynamic grids to both obfuscate attributes of the user's secret and encourage them to use different surface realizations of the secret [37] . Malek's scheme is more resistant to shoulder surfing attacks than any other previous Drawmetric schemes. They integrated an invisible attribute of the input device, pressure, into the graphical passwords in such a way that it increases the entropy of the graphical password and counters shoulder surfing attacks. In Passdoodle [34] , reproducing the drawing may be difficult if drawing speed or acceleration is adopted as one of means to identify a password. Owing to the position-free element of drawings and the consideration of drawing trends, YAGP obtained a good performance in resisting shoulder surfing.
All of the Locimetric schemes are vulnerable to shoulder surfing because clicking on images on a large screen in an external physical environment may make user's actions easier to capture. Thus, Locimetric schemes are not appropriate for crowded places such as university libraries, airport kiosks and shopping malls. Researchers developed several Cognometric schemes which are strongly resistant to shoulder surfing. These schemes have common characteristic, in that they do not need to click the password images directly. Even though the attackers observe the entire authentication session, it is ineffective in helping them capture the user's password images. In CHC, users need to identify their pass-objects, visualize the triangle they form and click inside the convex hull [24] . Unlike CHC, the shoulder surfing resistant scheme proposed by Weinshall et al., involves remembering a number of images and computing a path through a panel of images according to certain rules. ColorLogin is resistant to shoulder surfing because of the selection of the row where the pass-icons are and the concealment of the clicked row. Each of the three schemes can provide good protection against shoulder surfing. Other schemes like Déjà vu, PassFaces and Story are subject to shoulder surfing because users click the password images directly.
Most of Hybird schemes are intent to enhance the security of graphical passwords by providing good protection against shoulder surfing. Man et al. proposed a scheme dependent on users remembering several images (pass-objects) and their corresponding text codes as well as coding the relative location of the pass-objects in reference to a pair of eyes [65] . For GrIDsure, if attackers don't know the shape of the password, the key sequence, which changes every time, is useless. So GrIDsure can resist shoulder surfing to some extent [63] . S3PAS's password is characters and numbers, with an authentication process similar to the CHC scheme [24] [68]. Zheng et al. proposed a scheme based on shape and text to overcome the shoulder surfing problem. It uses shapes of strokes on the grid as the original passwords and allows users to login with text passwords via traditional input devices which hide the shapes of strokes during authentication [64] . Other schemes (like Using CAPTCHA and CBFG) combine the image and text, which significantly resists shoulder surfing [15] [61] . CDS requires users to orderly draw a curve across their password images rather than click directly on them [16] . The drawing input trick along with complementary measures, (erasing the drawing trace, displaying degraded images, and starting and ending with randomly designated images), provide good resistance to shoulder surfing.
In practice, a shoulder surfing attack is closely related to the place where the schemes are used. Shoulder surfing is particularly effective in fixed places, especially where a miniature camera can be concealed in ceilings or walls to record the authentication session. Also, it is relatively easy to observe user's action in crowded places such as university libraries, cybercafés, airport kiosks without user's awareness. However, with portable devices, a user can avoid exposing the password by shielding the authentication interface by his hand or body or moving to less crowded areas when authenticating. Thus the measures available for portable devices significantly reduce the impact of shoulder surfing.
B. Intersection Analysis
First mentioned in Déjà vu, intersection attack is where all the password images are part of the challenge sets, and decoy icons are changed in each round. Intruders can use the intersection of two challenge sets to reveal the password images [48] . It is a common problem in existing graphical password schemes such as CHC and PassFaces using multiple images choice as pass objects.
An intersection attack is possible when the frequency of an image appearing at login can be used to determine its role as either a key or a decoy. The only practical method proposed in previous research to complicate the shoulder surfing threat is innately vulnerable to this attack [1] . In the VIP system the user is assigned a key image profolio, of which a random subset is exposed at each login. The effect of this is that observing key images at one login might not be useful when logging in at the next. In the described setup each decoy image is certain to appear at login, but due to the variation afforded by the key image portfolio each key image has a 50% chance. In this scenario an attacker can derive the key images without an attack that involves manipulation or observation of the legitimate user. Current wisdom to protect against this attack is not to implement a key image portfolio at all, to ensure every login challenge is the same. One side-effect of this solution is that the login trial is intuitively more vulnerable to observation, as everything the attacker learns is useful in an immediate replay attack.
In VIP3, the key pictures and decoy pictures are displayed randomly and therefore the intersection does not work. In PassFace each round contains a key picture, others are displayed randomly. The different probabilities create an intersection.
C. Social Engineering
Users are often labeled as the weakest link in a computer system [81] [82] . It is easy for hackers to collect confidential information from users through social engineering attack. Orgill's et al. [81] definition of social engineering: "Social Engineering is a technique used by hackers or other attackers to gain access to seemingly secure systems through obtaining the needed information (for example, a username and password) from a person rather than breaking into the system through electronic or algorithmic hacking techniques". The attacker makes use of the natural human tendency to trust to deceive the user into giving useful information. Tricking, Phishing and Pharming are typical and common social engineering attack techniques.
1) Tricking
Compared to text passwords, graphical passwords are more difficult to share with others. Given that a picture contains much more information than text, so it is more difficult for people to describe a picture accurately. Therefore, graphical passwords are less susceptible to Tricking. For Drawmetric schemes, making use of oral description to convey a password is relatively complicated, but users can share passwords to an attacker by drawing a sketch. However the difficulty of drawing a sketch of password differs for different schemes. For identical cell schemes like DAS, it is easy to redraw a password. But for schemes where cells are not identical schemes (multi-Grid), users can't redraw a password easily. Other schemes use background pictures, which makes description easier.
For Locimetric schemes, there are many spots which users select as password, and some of them have similar descriptions. In PassPoints, where there are many people in the Figure 8 , users select several heads as the password. This makes users' descriptions of the password difficult, and so this scheme makes it harder for sharing passwords than Drawmetric schemes.
For Cognometric schemes, some schemes like Déjà vu and Use Your Illusion, the pictures are abstract. It is very difficult to describe them verbally and record them. For other schemes containing icons, like CHC, Colorlogin and GPI/GPIS, there are many icons, most of which can be described making these schemes relatively easy to share password with others. There are no icons picture in Story and VIP, but the picture can be easily described because the picture is different from others. Remaining schemes which use pictures e.g. PassFace and Cognitive Authentication Schemes, the picture is so similar in description that we can't share with others verbally, making Tricking ineffective.
Hybrid Schemes (like Using CAPTCHA) use icons which can be easily described. In Click a Secret, every part is different, so description is easy too, and therefore Tricking is easy. PassHands is based on Biometrics Recognition. It is difficult to find the palm-lines and finger knuckles. In schemes which mix text and shape like S3PAS, if hacker knows the theory of the scheme and gets the sequence of the text, it is easy for him to crack a user's password. CBFG is similar to PassPoints, and password description is difficult. Inkblot uses abstract images, making description and Tricking very difficult. Overall, picture passwords are more difficult to share and record than text passwords.
2) Phishing and Pharming Phishing [83] is a way of acquiring confidential information such as usernames, passwords, and credit card details by posing as a trustworthy entity in a network. Phishing is mainly carried out via e-mail spoofing or instant messaging, and it often guides users to enter usernames and passwords on a fake website which looks and feels almost same to the legitimate one. Phishing is the main social engineering technique used to deceive users.
Pharming [84] is an advanced form of phishing. Pharming is a hacker attack which is intended to redirect a website's traffic to another bogus site. Pharming can be conducted either by changing the host file on a victim's computer or by exploitation of a vulnerability in the DNS server software. Compromised DNS servers are sometimes referred to as "poisoned". Pharming requires unprotected access to target a computer.
Lack of knowledge, visual deception and lack of attention are the keys to successful Phishing or Pharming. There are several methods to combat Phishing or Pharming. First is identifying the certificate, which is a public key binding a digital signature with an identity. When a certificate which has not been signed by a trusted certificate authority is met by the browser, a warning is issued to the user. Certificate Authority (CA) is an entity which releases certificates and attests that a public key belongs to a particular identity. Self-signed certificates are created and signed by some organizations such as banks. The browser issues a warning and at the same time allows the user to decide whether or not to accept the self-signed certificate. Second is HTTPS which indicates that the HTTP has been sent over Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS). If users can't see a HTTPS prefix, then they can judge the web site is fake. And these traditional methods for text password are useful for graphical password.
Phishing or Pharming for graphical passwords is more difficult than for alphanumeric passwords. In an alphanumeric password scheme, attackers need not to know anything about user's password information and the theory of authentication, and the fake website will record user's input information since users will input username and password to login. So the hacker can easily obtain clear text accounts. But for graphical passwords, attackers must know how the graphical authentication works, and different graphical password scheme principles also differ.
For Drawmetric schemes like DAS, hackers have to know what the configuration of canvas is and how many grids in a scheme. What's more, for schemes like BDAS, background picture is additional needed. If the configuration of grid or picture for legal and illegal website is different, the user may doubt the authenticity of the website.
For Locimetric schemes like PassPoints, the hacker must know what the background picture is and whether the background is the same for every user. If the background differs, the work for attacking is more difficult.. The hacker records the coordinates, and analyses the coordinates' location in the picture. For other schemes like Blonder and V-Go, the hacker has to know the possible password region, otherwise the user may find the login is different and suspect the website. There is no doubt these greatly increase the hacker's difficulty, making Phishing or Pharming more difficult.
For one round Cognometric schemes, e.g. Story or Picture Password, hackers can record which picture users select. For multi rounds, such as PassFace and Awase-E, the login process implies the password. For schemes like CHC or Colorlogin, where users don't click the password directly, it is difficult to get passwords by Phishing or Pharming only once. Overall, Phishing and Pharming do not work well in Cognometric schemes.
For Hybrid Schemes, like GrIDsure, where the shape is drawn by users in the registration phase, hackers can get the shape and obtain the password. For Click a Secret, attackers must obtain the configuration of picture, record what users have clicked and then obtain the password. For CDS, users draw a line to authenticate, and the hacker may find possible passwords by recording this line. However, when using this method, attackers can only know parts of password on one login, similar to PassHands. For S3PAS and CBFG, which are similar to CHC, users don't click the password directly, therefore even if an attacker knows what is clicked, he cannot know the correct password. In general, phishing or pharming in graphical passwords is harder than that in alphanumeric passwords.
MITM (man in the middle) can retrieve and relay information from the legitimate site. With a MITM attack, attackers may log in to the legitimate site at least once by hijacking a single correct authentication response during the attack [14] .
D. Spyware attack
Spyware [85] is a type of malware (malicious software) installed on computers that collects information about users without their knowledge. The presence spyware, which includes adware, Trojan horse, keystroke-loggers, mouse-loggers and screen-scrapers, is usually installed on a user's personal computer without permission, is typically invisible to the user and difficult to detect. Spyware can select almost any type of data, including personal information, internet surfing habits, user logins, and bank or credit account information, and is often used by attackers to steal information. In the field of password security study, we focus on a type the malware which secretly collects passwords.
1) Keystroke-loggers Keystroke-loggers [86] , which records the user's input using keyboard, is usually used by hackers to capture passwords and infiltrate target networks. It may be hardware, software, a combination of software and hardware, or any other form of keyboard spying. In general, passwords which are fixed and entered via the keyboard are easily attacked by keystroke-loggers. For example, alphanumeric password schemes are especially vulnerable to keystroke-loggers. Most of the graphical password schemes do not use the keyboard to input passwords and easily resist keystroke-loggers. However, they may be having other safety issues e.g. mouseloggers. Graphical password schemes, which input fixed passwords using the keyboard, like Jimmy, Inkblot and Using CAPTCHA, are vulnerable to keystroke-loggers. But graphical password schemes (such as GrIDsure, Zheng's scheme, Man' scheme) also use the keyboard but input varied contents each login can resist keystrokeloggers.
2) Mouse-loggers Mouse-loggers record the click position and trajectory of the mouse, and can be used to crack the user's password. The mouse-logger stores the information of each click position and the trajectory of the mouse in the form of coordinates. Mouse-loggers can only crack the schemes which input information by mouse, but are not a threat to keyboard alphanumeric schemes. Mouse-based schemes whose click points or drawing trajectory are fixed for every login, such as most of the Drawmetric schemes and Locimetric schemes, are easy to crack by mouse-loggers. Conversely, if the click points and drawing trajectory are not fixed, these schemes (PassFaces, Déjà vu, etc.), are hard to crack simply using mouse-loggers.
3) Screen-scrapers Screen-scrapers intercept and capture screen content by taking and saving pictures of the screen. Unlike shoulder-surfing which requires direct external human or machine observation, screen-scrapers record the user's operation information by internally installed software. Screen-scrapers, once installed on a computer, can record all of the user's operating activities and are a more serious threat than shoulder surfing. Most of the graphical passwords can be cracked by using screen-scrapers. However, as it is difficult to install spyware on a user's computer without being noticed, screen-scrapers pose a less serious threat under normal circumstances. Schemes which use shielded input characters, such as Using CAPTCHA, Inkblot and most alphanumeric schemes resist screen-scrapers, Even if screen-scrapers capture the screen content, it cannot know what the "*" mean and therefore these schemes can resist screen-scrapers. 
4) Other spyware
In reality, attackers rarely use only one attack method, and they often combine methods. For example, attackers may combine keystroke-loggers and mouse-loggers. In this way, they can record not only user's keyboard input information but also mouse click content and moving trajectory. In the same way, attackers can obtain both the screen content and the keyboard input information combining keystroke-loggers and screen-scrapers [87, 88] .
In order to protect user information, joint efforts are required both from users and password scheme designers.
From a user's perspective, he should use security antivirus software, develop good surfing habits, not open unidentified web pages, not install suspicious plug-ins, and not use websites requiring sensitive personal information in an insecure environment. From a password scheme designer's perspective, he must make his password scheme more secure and reliable, using methods where: keyboard input or mouse click information not fixed for each login, add real-time SMS (Short Messaging Service) verification if necessary etc. Table 1 to 4 summarizes the security of the 46 graphical password schemes we analyzed. 'Y' means it is resistant to that form of attack. 'N' indicates the scheme is open to attack. In the Tricking, Phishing or Pharming and Spyware Attack column, 'Easy' denotes that the Tricking or Phishing is highly effective. 'Middle' denotes that difficulty has increased. 'Difficult' means the Tricking or Phishing is difficult. In the Spyware Attack column, 'Screen' means screen-scrapers is can be used in the scheme, 'Mouse' or 'Keyboard' indicates it is open to mouse-loggers or keystroke-loggers or combination attacks. 'Unknown' means insufficient detail in the literature to complete the evaluation. It is noticed that for all mentioned drawmetric schemes, the screen-scrapers and mouse-loggers can both be used in the spyware attack. So the spyware attack was not listed in the table1. It was also the case in the table2.
For locimetric and cognometric schemes, all the mentioned schemes are open to the intersection analysis attack. And all the locimetric schemes are vulnerable to the shoulder surfing attack. So the intersection analysis was not listed in the table2 and table3, the shoulder surfing was not listed in the table2.
VII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Since 1996, numerous graphical password schemes have been proposed as alternatives to alphanumeric password schemes. The main argument for graphical password is that it can reduce the burden of human memory, as studies have demonstrated humans tend to remember graphics and images better. The current graphical password schemes can be classified into four categories: Drawmetric schemes, Locimetric schemes, Cognometric schemes and Hybrid schemes. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive security overview of published research of existing graphical password schemes. We classified the existing attack types into two categories: password space based and capture based. For attacks based on password space, we focused on the brute force attacks and dictionary attacks. For capture based attacks, shoulder surfing, intersection analysis, social engineering and spyware attack were discussed in detail.
Preliminary analysis suggested that it is more difficult to break graphical passwords than to break alphanumeric passwords using the traditional attack methods such as brute force attack, dictionary attack and social engineering attack, especially in Drawmetric schemes. Because of the stronger visualization of graphical password schemes, shoulder surfing attack creates a significant threat, especially for the Drawmetric and Locimetric schemes. With the development of spyware, both alphanumeric password schemes and graphical password schemes are facing greater threat, particularly the spywares combine keystroke-loggers, mouse-loggers and so on. It is clear that the combination attack methods are trending up and pose an increasing threat to the graphical password security development. Combination attack methods overcome the limitations of a single method and so increase security threats.
In order to improve the security of graphical password Not use websites requiring sensitive personal information in an insecure environment. For graphical password schemes, security and usability represent opposite ends of a spectrum: increasing security implies decreasing usability and vice versa. Therefore, a tradeoff is required based on user requirements. To meet user requirements we should contacts the two aspects with the special target environment when a new scheme is proposed or for selecting the appropriate scheme. For portable devices, such as mobile phones, which generally do not contain confidential information, we may pay more attention to usability as pect. However, for some systems which require high security levels, it is appropriate to sacrifice some usability to ensure the absolute security.
Overall, for graphical passwords to advance as a serious authentication alternative, more research must be conducted and presented. In this paper, we systematically analyze the security of existing graphical password schemes, and provided a reference for future research and designing of graphical password.
